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PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Innovative engineering, 
quality manufacturing 
and dedicated support, 

for over 100 years.
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Founded in 1882, Black Bros. Co. has developed an international reputation for roll coating 
and laminating machinery that has become world class. For over a century, customers have 
benefited from the impeccable quality and unmatched durability of Black Bros. equipment, 
with many customers returning over several generations. Today, Black Bros. continues 
to provide companies worldwide with the highest quality coating, gluing and laminating 
equipment. With decades of experience as a recognized leader in the field, Black Bros. has 
the track-record and experience to produce machinery to fit your exact needs, no matter how 
unique the solution. 

Adhesive Spreaders & Roll Coaters
Black Bros. has been producing industry-standard adhesive spreaders and roll coaters for 
decades. Black Bros. spreaders and coaters are readily adjustable to consistently apply a 
uniform thickness of coating materials and adhesives that meet suppliers’ recommendations. 
Many different options are available to fit your exact application.

22-D
The Model 22-D Adhesive Spreader has been 
a staple of the Black Bros. Co. product line 
since the 1930s. This heavy duty performer 
easily adjusts for substrate sizes and coating 
thicknesses. The 22-D reduces material costs 
by precisely controlling thickness to minimize 
material waste. Uniform coverage means 
higher productivity, optimum quality, and 
minimal scrap. 

The 22-D comes in 3 series: 650, 875, & 1175.

Available in widths from 14” to 110” 
(355.6 mm to 2794 mm)

815.539.7451blackbros.com
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775 
Built for durability and flexibility, the Model 
775 Adhesive Spreader provides a compact, 
efficient and economical approach to adhesive 
spreading for standard size materials. Designed 
with ease of maintenance in mind, the 
Model 775 will provide you with exceptional 
reliability, consistency, quality, and long life. 

Available in widths from 26” to 68”  
(660.4 mm to 1727.2 mm)

Differential Direct/Reverse Roll Coater 
The DDRC/DRRC is a highly versatile, 
advanced design roll coater featuring 
independent variable speed drives for the 
coating roll, direct or reverse rotating doctor 
roll, and conveyor belt. The DDRC/DRRC is 
ideal for applying UV curable coatings, and 
for applications of solvent and water-borne 
coatings including stains, tints, colors and 
protective coatings onto wood, metal, plastics, 
aluminum and more. It is capable of producing 
extremely smooth finishes with light to heavy 
viscosity materials.

Hot Melt Spreader  
The 775 Hot Melt Adhesive Spreader is 
built to handle the increasing demands 
for conventional and reactive hot melt 
moisture-cured polyurethane (RHM/PUR) 
adhesive application. The 775 Hot Melt is 
equipped with the necessary features to 
accommodate RHM/PUR materials: rugged 
steel frame, drive components on one end, 
easy access to the roll ends for maintenance, 
tempered glass shields, and vent or ports for 
vapor control. Standard units are available as 
single top, top and bottom, and single bottom.

Adhesive Spreaders & Roll Coaters

815.539.7451blackbros.com
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Black Bros. offers a full line of laminating equipment 
including hot roll presses, rotary presses, 
air-operated platen presses, and 3D presses. These 
machines and processes are ideally matched to 
laminate an endless materials together for your 
specific operation, whether it’s for beauty, protection 
or strength. 

Panel Express  
The Black Bros. Panel Express, a heat-assisted 
rotary laminator, is designed to laminate all 
types of high-pressure laminate (HPL) to 
individual parts up to 60” (1524 mm) wide. 
When used with “fast-tack” PVA adhesives, 
the Panel Express allows for reduced curing 
with no additional press time—  reducing 
unnecessary downtime and increasing 
efficiency.

TB-60
The TB-60 hot roll laminator is a cost-efficient 
paper and foil laminating process — whether 
you run 24 hours a month or 24 hours a day. 
The complete hot roll laminator system fits in 
a compact space and comes fully assembled 
and ready to start making product. The 
environmentally safe dry process applies 
pre-coated decorative foils/papers-top and 
bottom simultaneously with no grain raise 
and no clean up. A typical TB-60 system 
incorporates a pair of heavy duty scissors lifts 
and an outfeed conveyor. Complete systems 
also available.

Laminating Machinery

815.539.7451blackbros.com
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Rotary Pneumatic Presses  
Rotary Pneumatic Presses (RPP C1575 and 
RPP C1575) — Available in two different 
configurations and a large variety of widths, 
the Black Bros. Rotary Pneumatic Presses are 
highly-customizable roll presses that can be 
designed to run either cold or hot. Application 
areas where the RPP excels include film to 
foam, film to film and film to sheet — just 
to name a few. Several add-ons — including 
unwind/rewind units and web tension/
guidance — are available to fit your unique 
situation.

The RPP comes in two series: 875 and C1575. 
Available in widths from 26” to 128” (660.4 
mm to 3251.2 mm)

Air Pod Presses 
Air Pod Presses are available in a wide 
variety of sizes and pressure ratings based 
on your unique application. Air Pod Presses 
use air-operated platens that are commonly 
used for batch laminating ‘sandwich-type’ 
assemblies such as flush doors, tabletops, 
furniture parts and insulating panels. Black 
Bros. Air Pod Presses apply uniform pressure 
over the entire platen area for strong, 
high-quality bonds and increased production 
of same size panels compared to single piece 
flow systems. A variety of options, including 
motorized presses and separate zone control, 
are available to suit your unique operation.

Available in 10 psi, 50 psi, and 80 psi

RL-750
The Black Bros. RL-750 is an economical, 
industrial rotary laminator ideal for laminating 
sheet-to-sheet materials. Simple but efficient, 
the RL-750 is a cold roll laminator with high 
output capacity and the versatility to handle a 
wide variety of different applications. The RL-
750 can deliver bonding nip pressure, with up 
to 2,000 pounds of downward force, giving you 
a smooth lamination every time. 

Available in widths from 26” to 68” (660.4 mm 
to 1727.2 mm)

Laminating Machinery
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3D Presses

ThermoFormer  
The Black Bros. ThermoFormer 3D laminating 
press is the ideal solution for custom project 
companies due to its ease of operation and 
flexible productivity. The ThermoFormer is 
a vacuum press, allowing it to easily handle 
parts ranging in many different sizes and 
thicknesses, including desktops and work 
surfaces.

815.539.7451blackbros.com

Panel Cleaners  
Black Bros. Panel Cleaners ensure that both 
sides of the substrate are free of dust and 
embedded chips prior to gluing or coating. 
This maintains a consistent, high-quality bond, 
and reduces scrap in your laminating, finishing 
or veneering operation.

Over Stack Feeder 
With its reduced footprint, the Over Stack 
Panel Feeder boosts efficiency and productivity 
while feeding panels directly from a scissors lift 
into the production line. As the name suggests 
the Over Stack Panel Feeder feeds boards from 
overhead instead of behind the stack, taking 
up less manufacturing floor space. After each 
panel is fed, the scissors lift indexes upward, 
and the Over Stack Panel Feeder is ready to 
feed the next panel.

Panel Cleaners

Material Handling
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Automatic Stacker 
The Automatic Stacker is capable of continuous 
stacking of panels at line speeds up to 100 FPM 
(33 meters per minute). Power infeed roller 
and air loaded pinch wheels drive panels into 
the stacker. Drop angles are air operated.  They 
are adjustable for the width of the panel with 
handwheel and mechanical reader.  It is also 
adjustable for various lengths of panels.

Other options available. Designed and 
manufactured by Creative Automation Inc.

Pneumatic Panel Feeder    
Panel Feeders boost efficiency and productivity 
while reducing costs. No longer do you need 
an operator to manually feed stock from a 
scissors lift into the first machine on your 
line. Customized versions of our feeder can be 
engineered to meet a customer’s exact needs.

Laminate Indexing Station     
Laminate Indexing Station — available with 
either a belt conveyor or scissors lift — makes 
easy work out of handling heavy stock glued 
on both sides. The LIS carries the boards at 
the leading and side edges from the Adhesive 
Spreader to the lay-up areas and makes a 
difficult, messy task easy. It eliminates handling 
the panel manually, while increasing the 
production rate and quality of the finished 
product.

Black Bros. offers a full line of material handling and 
processing equipment to streamline your operation, 
saving you time, money and hassle.

Material Handling

815.539.7451blackbros.com
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Our Support Services
Testing & Demonstration Laboratory
At Black Bros., we rely on our state-of-the-art R&D laboratory to test and develop laminating and finishing processes for our 
customers. Pre-testing equipment and materials is critical for achieving success in your manufacturing operation. Our lab is equipped 
with a complete assortment of machines and setups to handle any job. Test results help determine the specific equipment specifications 
you need, the process that works best, and the materials you should use. These demonstrations are designed and performed 
cooperatively with customer and supplier input. Part of the Black Bros. value-added approach is to provide our customers with a careful 
review of their technical objectives, specifications, and even training requirements, to help you make intelligent purchasing decisions.
 
Start-up Training  
Each new machine purchase includes complete equipment instruction manuals. On some equipment, start-up and operator training 
programs are also part of the machine sale. We offer an additional curriculum of seminars and workshops to customer supervisors, 
operators, and maintenance personnel. Proper training maximizes your production, quality, and profit.
 
Support

Keeping your Black Bros. equipment in top running condition is the focus of our factory assistance programs, such as preventive 
maintenance and field repair, machine upgrade/rebuild packages, parts availability and same-day shipments, parts exchange 

programs, roll reconditioning and more. When you own Black Bros. equipment, you can be certain that you have the 
finest machinery and support available in the world.

Machine Rebuild Services
Allowing Black Bros. Co. to rebuild and refurbish your old Black Bros. Co. machinery can save 

you 40% off the cost of a new machine. When we rebuild our machines we disassemble the 
components down to the frame, recalibrate the roller bearing and gear box, upgrade the 

electrical system to current codes, and bring all the guarding, interlocks, safety decals 
up-to-date. The entire machine and components are sandblasted and repainted 

giving you a nearly new looking piece of equipment. Contact our Southeast 
Division for more information.

Corporate Headquarters
501 9th Ave

Mendota, IL 61342
Phone: 815.539.7451
info@blackbros.com

Southeast Division
1315 Baker Road

P.O. Box 4226
High Point, NC 27263-4226 

Phone: 336.431.9145
Blackbros.com
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